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Company Pre-Registered

• AB InBev Sugandha Rastogi*

• Altria Athaliah Edwards-Sedra

• Ashland Eileen Costello*

• CPChem Tiffany Fisher*

• Coca-Cola Sha Green

• Consumers Energy Jessica Spagnuolo; Kristen Trovillion

• Danaher Kim Tuyn

• Deere Kim Noe

• Dell Andrea Falkin*

• DuPont Jane Schindewolf; Matt Morrison

• Eastman Jen Creek

• Fluor Nancy Kralik; Lucy Brady

• Hexion Syd Lindquist

Company Pre-Registered

• HP Inc. Paige Tornow*

• Materion Jon Newton

• Medtronic Kim Makurat

• Momentive Shaibal Roy*

• NextEra Energy Morgan McCall

• Otis Terry Robinson; Matt Turner

• PPG Mike Corcoran

• Solvay Michel Washer

• Stryker Erol Odabasi

• UPS
Andria Smith; Andy Meislin; Elba 

Pareja-Gallagher*

• Waste Management Michele Grossman*

• Waters Corporation Andrew Pastor
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*= First webinar

Pre-registered

ESG Navigator Team: Gib, Larry, Tatiana -

Dean Slocum, Alex Gold – with Evan Ladao (TCB)

Support/Webinar Links.pptx
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Welcome (5 minutes)

ESG Questions on the CEO’s Agenda for 2022 (30-40 minutes)

• Signposts

• Discussion

• What you tell us – and best graphics to share with the C-Suite

• Breakout Groups

Few Updates (10 minutes)

• Website

• ESG Ratings

• New “Quick Start” Survey

Next Steps (5 minutes)

• What we are doing

• What we need you to do
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Agenda

Support/Webinar Links.pptx
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The Goal

• Grow 2x companies with 

ESG Navigator data

• Deepen roll-out by The 

Conference Board

• Further liaise with :

➢ Corporate Eco Forum

➢ National Association of 

Corporate Directors

Our Plan

• No price increase

• Simplify getting started

• Continued investment:

➢ New features 

➢ Premium members shape changes

• Equip you for CEO and board 

presentations

FY-2022 Game Plan

Support/Webinar Links.pptx
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ESG Ratings Maps: Used by The Conference Board
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Upcoming publication:

Navigating ESG Reporting Frameworks

Support/Webinar Links.pptx
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ESG Ratings Survey

Update

• Corporate Eco Forum Partnership

➢ CEF Chair: “absolutely top-notch 

survey; brilliantly done; totally 

comprehensive”

➢ Final Report: July 7, 2021

Support/Webinar Links.pptx
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1. Importance How important are each of the following to your company (CEO, board, IR, customers, etc.)?

100% if every respondent 

answered “Very Important” 

for an ESG rating

ESG Reporting 
Frameworks

ESG Ratings: 
Financial

ESR Ratings: 
Other

ALL

Do you have the final report?

• Available to all ESGN 

members

• Go to:
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ESG Navigator – National Association of Corporate Directors 
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NACD Board ESG Training Module

Which KSI topics should be included in 

a board of directors training module on 

ESG?

Gib and the NACD research team 

separately answered this question – then 

compared notes.

Scoring Worksheet v4.1 (2021_04_16) Please see Contact tab.

Missing Data - see 'Contact' 39 HR(!) 16  comments

2021 

KSI#
KSI Name STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 xxx xxx Comments (optional)

Governance & Leadership
1. Company Purpose and Values

1.1 Company Purpose ESG/Sustainability (ESG/S) is viewed as compliance, an extension of Environment, Health, and Safety (EHS), and/or corporate 

responsibility. The core purpose of the company is to create shareholder value.

ESG/Sustainability is part of how the company sees its role in society – with purpose deliberated in light of current news and developments 

(e.g., COVID 19, the rise in ESG investing, etc.). 

ESG/S is near the core of how the company sees its role in society – alongside creating value for all stakeholders. The executive team drives 

integration of ESG/S into the business. Corporate strategy and capital allocation are guided by ESG/S. 

Every strategic and key operational decision is guided by purpose, with ESG/S at the core of the company’s distinctive role in society. C-

Suite is driving deep integration of ESG/S into core business processes. ! !
1.2 ESG/S in Vision, Mission, Values, and Policies ESG/Sustainability is not explicitly called out; vision and mission can enable ESG/S. Business ethics policies and controls are broadly 

communicated.

ESG/S is explicitly called out. Employees, customers, and investors view company as committed to ESG/S. Company values transparency and 

builds robust anti-corruption business processes.

ESG/S is integral to vision and mission; robust ESG/S posture is fully woven into and enriches core values and policies. ESG/S statements stand 

out among peers.

ESG/S is central to transformation, driving goal of net positive impact. There is a demonstrated commitment to creating both economic 

value and value for society. !
1.3 ESG/S Commitments by Board and/or C-Suite Company conforms to common industry practices and standards (e.g., Responsible Care or Global Reporting Initiative). Company CEO and/or board endorses leading ESG/S initiatives broadly (e.g., UNGC, Davos Manifesto, or 2019 Business Roundtable pledge) 

or within industry sectors (e.g., green chemistry). Address key material issue (e.g. climate change via RE100) and disclose a clear human 

rights policy.

Company CEO/board supports the objectives of leading industry commitments (e.g., Science-Based Targets initiative - SBTi) as signatory or 

equivalent. 

Company’s full board of directors publicly commit to ESG/S (the intent of the SDGs). Company supports and measures total societal 

impact. ! !
1.4 Managing Long-Term Viability of Core Business(es) Core businesses may or may not align with sustainability principles. Core businesses are aligned with selected sustainability principles (e.g., circular economy) – either as is or by actively reducing negative 

societal impacts. 

Core businesses are fully aligned with sustainability principles - measuring total societal impact. Core businesses engage with larger company to measure and drive toward  net positive total societal impact - helping to drive the global 

sustainability agenda, defined by the SDGs. ! !
1.5 Key Business Decisions Tied to ESG/S ESG/S elements are typically not factors in key business decisions made by C-Suite and board. ESG/S elements are openly discussed and debated – and are major factors in key business decisions. ESG/S factors (e.g., product safety) are 

prioritized when in question or during crises.

Formal ESG/S criteria or “screens” (e.g., internal carbon price) are applied to all key business decisions. ESG/S purpose and goals are clear 

enough that mid-managers are confident making trade-offs in daily decisions.

Material ESG/S issues guide strategic planning and capital allocation. Company demonstrates a track record of factoring material ESG/S 

risks into key business decisions. ! !
2. CEO and C-Suite Leadership

2.1 CEO/C-Suite Approach to ESG/S CEO/C-Suite rarely mentions issues relating to ESG/S, or the material environmental or social impacts of the company practices or 

industry overall. 

CEO/C-Suite mentions ESG/S when it pertains to reduction of ESG/S risks, but only where ESG/S is material to industry or sector. CEO/C-Suite makes ESG/S goals and policy stance clear when it is material to company and its industry sector – and ensures ESG/S is integral 

to growth strategy. 

CEO often communicates material ESG/S risks and opportunities and discusses role of company and industry in addressing global ESG/S 

challenges. !
2.2 CEO/C-Suite Messages to Investors/Owners CEO/C-Suite responds to ESG/S questions from investors (or owners if a private company) but shares relatively little insight regarding 

ESG/S risks or opportunities.

CEO/C-Suite mentions material ESG/S risks, but it is not core to key investor meetings. CSO is called on to answer questions as needed. CEO/C-Suite voluntarily discloses material ESG/S risks and opportunities, communicates the company’s position on addressing climate risk, 

and invites discussion of key ESG/S issues with investors.

CEO/C-Suite actively engages with key investors regarding societal impact topics. Leads on addressing climate change and reporting 

financial impacts (e.g., carbon-adjusted earnings per share).

2.3 CEO/C-Suite Interaction with Customers CEO/C-Suite responds to customer requests regarding ESG/S. CEO/C-Suite invites a dialogue with key customers and welcomes feedback regarding ESG/S issues and strategy. CEO/C-Suite tracks customers’ ESG/S goals and collaborates with customers to jointly invest in ESG/S innovation and growth. CEO/C-Suite collaborates with key customers to create ESG/S offerings that are core to the company’s growth strategy.

2.4 CEO/C-Suite Messages to Employees CEO/C-Suite encourages compliance and efforts on selected ESG/S topics (e.g., recycling). CEO/C-Suite endorses (or launches) ESG/S teams to drive initiatives on material ESG/S issues. CEO/C-Suite issues regular updates about 

ESG/S goals and progress.

CEO/C-Suite sponsors initiatives to address material ESG/S issues, and C-Suite member(s) personally lead key initiatives.  CEO/C-Suite actively ties ESG/S to internal strategy. Encourages teams to integrate ESG/S across operations and incentivizes 

achievements.

2.5 CEO’s and C-Suite’s Sources of ESG/S Learning CEO/C-Suite discusses relevant global ESG/S issues within industry sector and among colleagues with similar worldview (e.g., other 

members of the same industry association). 

 CEO/C-Suite engages with a diverse range of ESG/S sources, including CEOs of advanced ESG/S companies within and beyond industry 

sector. 

 CEO/C-Suite actively seeks insight and education from diverse range of sources (left, right, center), including gathering input from an External 

Sustainability Advisory Board or equivalent. 

CEO/C-Suite frequently engages with global ESG/S leaders, including those from more challenging stakeholders. Processes information 

with a well-informed knowledge and perspective in ESG/S. 

2.6 ESG/S Leadership Group(s) A C-Suite executive appoints a cross-functional ESG/S team. C-Suite member(s) may sponsor but do not lead or participate actively. A C-Suite executive leads a formal ESG/S council that meets at least two times per year. A C-Suite executive leads an ESG/S council (linked to the operations council) that meets quarterly. C-Suite agendas routinely address material ESG/S issues. ESG/S Council has several C-Suite members and meets at least quarterly.

3. Board of Directors' Leadership
3.1 Board Oversight of ESG/S Board oversight of ESG/S is not explicit or extensive. Responsibility for ESG/S is folded under a standing board committee (e.g., audit, 

nominating and governance, etc.).

Board oversight of ESG/S is strong and growing each year, commensurate with business growth and trends. Board meeting attendance is 

75%+.

Board oversight of ESG/S is significant in time spent and effectiveness, and fully aligned with TCFD. Board self-assessment includes relevant 

ESG/S metrics.  

Full board is actively and frequently involved (during and between meetings) in discussing ESG/S issues, risks, and opportunities. Invest 

time in special (e.g., half-day) session(s) on ESG/S. ! !
3.2 Board Roles, Committees and Charters Board charter focuses on conventional environment, health, and safety (EHS) and public policy issues. Board member or board committee oversees ESG/S. Board charters explicitly discuss ESG/S oversight (especially where ESG issues are 

material).

Board roles, committees, and charters embrace ESG/S through a dedicated ESG/S committee or equivalent. Full board discusses risks and 

opportunities driven by ESG/S.

Board (perhaps via a single board member) strongly advocates the company’s ESG/S goals & targets. Charters (full board and 

committees) are updated frequently. ! !
3.3 Board Independence and Expertise in ESG/S Company discloses tenure of board members. Board relies mostly on internal ESG/S experts and industry associations. Board ESG/S 

expertise is little to moderate.

Company has a lead independent director (or separate CEO/Chairman roles). Board receives periodic presentations by external ESG/S 

experts. 

Average tenure is 7-10 years (or less). Board receives input from External Sustainability Advisory Board or equivalent. Board ESG/S expertise is 

strong; explicitly growing.

Independent directors represent =/>90%. Board receives input directly from widely respected ESG/S leaders (including other CEOs and 

board members). ! !
3.4 Board Agendas Regarding ESG/S Board agendas typically cover: EHS, philanthropy, peer company ESG/S actions, ESG/S trends, and emerging issues. CSO reports goals 

and metrics (own operations). 

Board discusses material ESG/S issues, benchmark data, trends, and performance vs. goals. CSO reports ESG/S risks in own operations and 

value chain. 

Board actively engages in ESG/S dialog between meetings. Board discusses full value chain ESG/S risks. Board meetings incorporate planned ESG/S learning (e.g., site visit). Board discusses implications of full value chain ESG/S risks and 

opportunities. ! !
3.5 Time Spent on ESG/S in Board Meetings Time spent on ESG/S is typically 4 hours a year or less (full board or board committee). ESG/S is a key agenda item in at least one 

meeting per year.

Time spent on ESG/S is typically about 4-8 hours per year (time in board meetings) and likely growing. Time spent is about average among 

sector peers.

Time spent on ESG/S is significant (typically about 8-12 hours per year – time in full board and/or board committee meetings) – and growing. Time spent on ESG/S is very significant – and growing; (typically >12 hours per year – time in full board and/or board committee 

meetings). !
3.6 Board Sources of ESG/S Learning Board receives presentations on ESG/S at board meetings. Board pre-reading often limited to slides, with few ESG/S “thought 

leadership” articles.

Board members engage during meetings in discussion of current ESG/S articles and books, encouraging continuous learning. Board receives a range of ESG/S pre-reads along with benchmark data. Board deliberates climate scenarios and engages deeply with material 

ESG/S issues. 

Board members engage in systematic ongoing learning between board meetings. Board has special session on ESG/S (e.g., scenario 

planning) when material. ! !
3.7 Board Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Board diversity representation (gender, ethnicity; religion, etc.) is (cumulatively) less than 20%. No board diversity policy. Board diversity is 20-30% (female and other underrepresented people). Board nomination and diversity policy is public. Board diversity is at least 30% female plus very diverse life experiences (e.g., upbringing; places lived; key life events; etc.). Nomination policy 

aims for robust diversity.

Board reflects diversity of workforce and marketplace, with at least 40% female plus underrepresented people and diverse life 

experiences. !
4. Goals and Metrics

4.1 Long-Term 

ESG/S Goals and Roadmap

Long-term goals (typically 5-10 year) may be a stretch, but are achievable, mainly focusing on own operations and suppliers. Mindset is 

stay within comfort zone, with interim steps to achieve goals.

Goals are a challenge to achieve and aligned to most material ESG/S impacts. The central focus is on own operations, suppliers, and 

products. Goals map to SDGs and are supported by general roadmap.

Goals address material ESG/S issues across full value chain using science-based targets where applicable. Goals pursue ESG/S innovation and 

growth, with key milestones, supported by a roadmap (aligned with TCFD).

Goals are highly rigorous (e.g., net zero or net positive impact where applicable), supported by a detailed roadmap (short-term; mid-

term; longer-term) using science-based targets. ! !
4.2 2050 ESG/S Goals Company does not have 2050 (or similar range) ESG/S goals but might make a general reference to wanting the company to be around 

long-term.

Company states (mostly un-quantifiable) long-term ESG/S ambitions, perhaps included in the CEO’s public speeches. Company has a net zero GHG goal (aligned with Paris); net neutral or net positive impact goal aligned with most material SDGs. Company has goals and metrics driving to net positive total societal value across its full supply chain. Addresses circular economy as 

appropriate. !
Increasingly this links to 4.1 above. The growing 

issue is not just the goals but the detailed 

implementation roadmap
4.3 Materiality Assessment of ESG/S Impacts, Risks Materiality assessment mostly covers impacts from own operations. Materiality assessment covers full value chain (often a long list of issues) and considers NGO input but lacks sharp focus on top few 

material issues. 

Materiality assessment leads to sharp focus on reducing impact of most material ESG/S issues and directly guides strategic plans. Materiality assessment drives large footprint reductions, with C-Suite executives personally owning the most material ESG/S issues. 

! !
4.4 Tracking Reduction in ESG/S Footprint Informally assess full value chain ESG/S impacts. Demonstrated cuts in company operations footprint from baseline year (or when 

footprint reduction efforts began).

Formally estimate full value chain ESG/S impacts. Assess carbon reductions against 2°C global goal. Significant cuts in major ESG/S impacts 

from baseline year.

Formally measure full value chain footprint. Cuts in CO2 align with 2°C, and cuts in other material ESG/S impacts are of a similar magnitude 

and use science-based targets where applicable. 

Carbon reductions are on track to align with 1.5°C or well-below 2°C goals. Cuts in all footprint components align with  circular economy 

principles. 

4.5 Tracking ESG/S Impact on Growth Establish criteria for measuring and tracking ESG/S attributes of products, services, & solutions (PSS). Communicate defined ESG/S attributes of PSS. Track revenue from separate ESG/S portfolio or equivalent. Pursue goals for a major portion of revenue (e.g., 50% or more) from ESG/S portfolio (or equivalent). Derive most revenue from ESG/S PSS, or equivalent if no separate ESG/S portfolio.

4.6 Accounting for Material ESG/S Risks, Externalities View accounting for material ESG/S risks and externalities as a compliance requirement. May assign carbon price. Assess magnitude and scale of material ESG/S risks & liabilities across value chain and factor into key business decisions. Account for externalities. Assign carbon price equal to or greater than industry average; fully aligned with TCFD. Account for externalities across the value chain in a formal way, consistent with the company’s financial controls.

!
4.7 ESG/S Ratings and Rankings Engage with external ESG raters to gain recognition (if applicable) and enhance credibility of external reporting. Engage with ESG raters to improve ESG/S practices and to build transparency. Work to fill gaps where ESG ratings are weak (e.g., 

governance). 

Engage selectively with ESG raters. Focus on strong governance, integrate ESG/S into strategy, and drive footprint reduction and growth from 

ESG/S. 

Earn recognition as a model ESG/S performer by peers and NGOs. Track record of investing in best-in-class ESG/S governance.

5. Culture and Organization
5.1 Driving ESG/S Culture via Compensation and Goals CEO and C-Suite compensation and KPIs may include a few “traditional” ESG/S topics (e.g., safety; diversity, compliance). Annual ESG/S 

goals for individual employees are largely limited to ESG/S staff and teams. 

CEO and C-Suite compensation and KPIs include measuring performance against key, material ESG/S metrics (including GHG for almost all 

sectors). Several C-Suite members have ESG/S goals as part of their personal annual performance goals.

CEO and C-Suite compensation (about 15-20%) is based on performance on material ESG/S issues. CEO/S-Suite ESG/S annual goals cascade 

down the chain of command. 

CEO and C-Suite compensation (about 20%+) is based on performance on material ESG/S issues. CEO/S-Suite annual goals track 

performance against material ESG/S metrics. GHG target cascades to all relevant company staff and contractors. ! !
5.2 CEO/C-Suite Roles Regarding ESG/S An existing C-Suite member assumes role of sustainability leader. CEO/C-Suite addresses sustainability risks during crises and as part of 

formal risk reviews.

A full-time experienced leader, responsible for corporate ESG/S, reports to a C-suite executive. C-Suite meetings are dedicated to ESG/S 

about quarterly.

C-suite executives are accountable for ESG/S programs, processes & performance – overall and on most material ESG/S issues. ESG/S is a core 

part of planning and operations meetings.

The CEO and C-Suite personally drive an ambitious sustainability agenda. ESG/S is a core part of strategic plans and CEO’s C-Suite 

meetings. 

5.3 CEO/C-Suite Reward and Recognition Regarding ESG/S Recognition of ESG/S excellence is limited to traditional sustainability topics only (e.g., EHS, compliance, etc.). Recognition of ESG/S excellence (beyond traditional topics of EHS, etc.) is informal but executive sponsorship of ESG/S initiatives is growing. Formal corporate ESG/S programs are recognized by business and functional leaders, with a visible reward system. Recognition of ESG/S excellence is high profile and coveted, awarded annually by CEO and/or board member(s).

5.4 Unwritten Rules of the Game Regarding ESG/S A candid survey of employees (across all operational levels) would likely convey a healthy skepticism about the value of ESG/S relative 

to the company vs. bottom-line financial metrics.  

A candid survey of employees (across all operational levels) would likely convey that the CEO is serious about ESG/S, but the company lacks 

a system-driven approach with incentives. 

Broad-based employee culture assessments have been conducted and convey that the CEO and business leaders are driving the ESG/S agenda 

with strong alignment throughout company.

Broad-based employee culture assessments convey that ESG/S is core to the business, supported by ambitions, goals, strategy, and 

roadmap. !
5.5 Leadership of ESG/S (below the C-Suite) The most senior, full-time corporate ESG/S leader reports several levels below the CEO and runs cross-functional ESG/S team.  The most senior, full-time corporate ESG/S leader(s) has occasional access to a C-Suite executive. May be invited to periodic reports to the 

board of directors (or equivalent if private). 

The most senior, full-time corporate ESG/S leader(s) has frequent access to CEO/C-Suite, with periodic reporting to the board of directors. A C-Suite member provides oversight while ESG/S is fully integrated into key C-Suite positions and roles of other senior leaders. 

6. Stakeholder Engagement
6.1 Overall Approach to Stakeholder Engagement  Engage in ongoing talks with investors, customers, and suppliers. Approach NGOs and communities with the intent to win approval, 

often defending company positions. 

Partner with customers regarding ESG/S solutions. Approach NGOs and communities to demonstrate corporate citizenship and enhance 

reputation.

Build action-oriented strategic partnerships that promote and accomplish ESG/S solutions. Approach NGOs and communities to listen, learn, 

and respond to their needs.

Engage and partner with stakeholders on very big initiatives. Approach NGOs and communities to engage deeply, listen, learn, and 

respond to their needs and to critical societal challenges.

6.2 Reasons for Stakeholder Engagement To respond to concerns to protect brand and reputation. Solicit input regarding ESG/S goals from customers and/or few NGOs. To anticipate future expectations of stakeholders and engage with “business-friendly” NGOs.  To directly address ESG/S goals and concerns of key stakeholders. Actively engage, listen, and learn from a range of NGOs and factor input into 

strategic planning.

To drive strategic partnerships (e.g., regarding the circular economy) using an institutionalized process to engage stakeholders.

6.3 ESG/S Stakeholder Partnerships Partner with NGOs, communities, suppliers (often locally) on specific projects. Partner with industry peers, value chain partners, and NGOs to address key ESG/S issues in own industry sector(s), often with regional 

impact.

Partner with other ESG/S leaders beyond industry to lead efforts addressing the most material ESG/S issues in own industry sector(s). Partner actively and deeply with NGOs, value chain partners, and a range of stakeholders on very large initiatives, often with global 

impact.

6.4 Engaging on Material (Supply Chain) Issues Engage in ongoing dialog on an ESG/S issue in own operations to gain visible public relations. Engage in ongoing dialog on most material ESG/S issue(s) in own operations. Engage in ongoing dialog on most material ESG/S issue(s) across full value chain. Engage in ongoing dialog on all material ESG/S issue(s) across full value chain, with a focus on growth and opportunity. 

! Supply chain runs throughout

6.5 Engaging on Strategy Company takes a cautious approach to discussing strategy with external stakeholders, focused on reducing risk and enhancing brand. CSO and C-suite engage ESG/S advisors on strategic issues at a regional level. CSO and C-suite engage key advisors (e.g., External Sustainability Advisory Board) in strategy discussions. CEO leads strategic discussions with external stakeholders on most material issues among SDGs.

! !
6.6 Engagement by CEO/C-Suite CEO/C-Suite spends considerable time with employees, investors, customers and suppliers. CEO/C-Suite spends time with other ESG/S 

stakeholders (e.g., NGOs).

CEO/C-Suite spends time engaging with NGOs, community advocates, etc. (e.g., 5-10 hours/year), driven by material ESG/S issues. CEO/C-Suite spends considerable time (e.g., 10-20 hours/year) engaging with NGOs on key ESG/S issues in sector. CEO/C-Suite provides leadership across industry sector, and spends considerable time (e.g., >20 hours/year) engaging with NGOs and 

educating others. !
7. Disclosure and Reporting

7.1 Disclosure of Material ESG/S Impacts Publicly disclose required information, with a focus on compliance plus a few other key issues. Follow ESG/S disclosure and reporting tools and frameworks that are generally accepted among industry peers. Provide annual progress 

review.

Disclose material ESG/S impacts across full value chain - fully aligned with TCFD. Provide robust, balanced disclosure targeted at total societal value. Quantify and explain full life-cycle impacts. Earn recognition as a 

leader in TCFD risk reporting. !
7.2 ESG/S in Annual Reporting and Financial Disclosures Mention material ESG/S issues briefly (if at all) in CEO letter. Financial disclosures are mostly conventional. Update website periodically 

with ESG/S data. May or may not have sustainability report. Discuss ESG/S in ways similar to EHS and corporate responsibility.

Mention material ESG/S issues in CEO letter. Provide information on material ESG/S risks in financial disclosures. Update website in a timely 

way. Discuss ESG/S as a set of issues mostly “separate” from core business activities (with separate sustainability report).

Include top material ESG/S KPIs along with key business metrics and financial disclosures. Provide clear and transparent reporting. Conform to 

a common framework (e.g., TCFD). Board reviews drafts. Publicly report code of conduct breaches.

Issue and integrate ESG/S information with annual report, which Board reviews and approves. ESG/S issues should be indistinguishable 

from core business issues (100% core business language). Strategic messaging is aligned with transition to a low-carbon economy. ! !
7.3 Assurance and Verification of ESG/S Company does not solicit formal verification of ESG/S business processes or data. Company’s internal audit staff (or third party) reviews process and verifies selected data. Company retains a credible, independent third party to review ESG/S processes and data. Fully aligned with TCFD. Company’s third party review is conducted in a manner consistent with the company’s review of its financial controls.

! !
7.4 Transparency Adopt a cautious approach (“stay in comfort zone”) remaining consistent with industry sector peers. Communicate ESG/S impacts when 

necessary. 

Implement candid, balanced reporting of own ESG/S impacts using multiple outreach channels, including social media. Earn respect from 

NGOs, perhaps via lack of negative attention.

Fully transparent communication, with a balanced reporting of ESG/S impacts across full value chain. Earn strong respect from key NGOs – 

including positive commentary.

Convey powerful ESG/S messages from CEO. Reinforce messaging across multiple channels of communication and drive increased 

transparency among industry peers.

!
Link to public policy below. For years auto 

companies spoke out of both sides of their 

mouths: greening the company yet fighting 

against CAFÉ standards
7.5 Public Policy (e.g., Lobbying) Alignment Company’s public policy positions on ESG/S issues and risks (e.g., lobbying, political contributions, etc.) are aligned with industry 

association positions.

Company public policy positions and actions are aligned with candid disclosure of its material ESG/S impacts. Company either ends membership in industry groups whose ESG/S positions are not aligned, or actively recruits other CEOs to get industry 

group to change posture.

Company lobbying, public policy positions and actions are completely aligned, transparent, and consistent with publicly stated ESG/S 

goals.

!
A huge issue for NGOs; high profile decisions by 

companies like Shell, Nike, etc. to leave industry 

associations b/c of their climate stance

7.6 ESG/S in Corporate Marketing and Advertising Walk a tight line: approach with honesty – but may be viewed by NGOs as “green marketing” (perhaps not fully addressing material 

ESG/S risks.

Adopt a balanced, truthful, humble approach to corporate marketing and advertising and solicit feedback from a range of stakeholders. Earn the respect of NGOs; emulated by others that aim to be leaders. Earn ethical marketing credentials and reputation from external stakeholders that critically analyze industry sector peer companies. 

!

(!) Highly Relevant (Governance): What are the ~8-10 of the 42 Governance KSIs most critical to managing ESG risks and opportunities - and integrating ESG into how we run the company?

Data entry totals:

Enter data in yellow cells only (Scoring, HR!, Comments)!  Scoring: click in Scoring box, click arrow, choose scoring. Please see the Instructions tab.

NACD  -  Bart Edgarton

Highly Relevant (!)
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Is your company “future-ready”?

SIGNPOSTS

Support/Webinar Links.pptx
Support/ESG Navigator - Signposts Nov 23 2021v2.pptx
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Has COP 26 changed the content or 

pace of action on your company’s 

2022 ESG plans?

Open Discussion

Support/Webinar Links.pptx
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What have we been hearing from 25+ ESG 

Navigator members?

ARE WE READY FOR 2022?

Support/Webinar Links.pptx
Support/ESG Navigator - Are we ready for 2022 (2021_11_19).pptx
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P O W E R F U L  G R A P H I C S  – C O N S T A N T L Y  E N H A N C E D !

Update (Input) Data by 12/31/2021

Updating your company self-assessment data is 

the key to capturing the greatest value

“You can do it so fast and immediately gain a lot of insight; 

very quick to identify gaps – and some surprises.”

Scott Tew – Vice President, Sustainability – Trane Technologies

Support/Webinar Links.pptx
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How Companies Typically Use ESG Navigator
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Time from Initial ESG Navigator Registration ➔ Next Few Years
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Refine & HR!

Engage ESG Colleagues

Share with Board

Integrate with Strategic Plans

Just Do It!

Show C-Suite

1st Pass

2nd Pass

3rd Pass

Use Excel Toolkit

4th Pass

Excel Toolkit & Executive Survey

Example slides available:
• Marriott International

• DTE Energy

• UPS

• Consumers Energy

• PPG

• Stryker

• Chevron Phillips Chemical

• Kaiser Permanente

• Hexion

• Trane Technologies
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B R E A K O U T  G R O U P S

ESG Navigator: What is your CEO asking?

BREAKOUT GROUPS

Breakout Groups

• What challenging questions are you hearing?

• What do you need to better respond?

© 2021 Hedstrom Associates
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Welcome (5 minutes)

ESG Questions on the CEO’s Agenda for 2022 (30-40 minutes)

• Signposts

• Discussion

• What you tell us – and best graphics to share with the C-Suite

• Breakout Groups

Few Updates (10 minutes)

• Website

• ESG Ratings

• New “Quick Start” Survey

Next Steps (5 minutes)

• What we are doing

• What we need you to do

16© 2021 Hedstrom Associates

Agenda
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1. Simplified top menu

• Resources ➔ Toolkit

• Knowledge Hub

2. Get started

• First-timers

• Not logged-in

3. ESG Ratings Maps

• Click and Select

• Customize for your company

Website Updates

U P D A T E S

Support/Webinar Links.pptx
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Website Updates

U P D A T E S
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Website Updates

U P D A T E S
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Website Updates

U P D A T E S
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Website Updates

U P D A T E S

1. Simplified top menu

• Resources ➔ Toolkit

• Knowledge Hub

2. Get started

• Request a Demo

• Ask for the ESG Ratings 

Survey Report!

3. ESG Ratings Maps

• Click and Select

• Customize for your company

Support/Webinar Links.pptx
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Simplify “Rate” Page

• Flexible Starting Point

• E + S + G + Strategy

• Previously set up to 

encourage starting with 

Governance – then Strategy
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Website Updates

U P D A T E S
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New “Quick Start” Survey: 

Under development; on 
Staging site

• With login credentials

• Add company info.

• 17 KSIs – one/element

• Able to view all analytics

• Benchmarking

• ESG Ratings Maps

• Option to keep/use data

23© 2021 Hedstrom Associates
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New Analytics: Summary 

Distribution

• By KSI

• By Highly Relevant KSIs

• By Element
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Website Updates

U P D A T E S
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ESG Ratings Maps: The Starting Point
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ESG Ratings Maps: Coverage by ESG Framework/Rating

© 2021 Hedstrom Associates 26

The same charts are downloadable for Environment and Social

Support/Webinar Links.pptx
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ESG Ratings Maps: Customized

© 2021 Hedstrom Associates 27

Select top priority frameworks and ratings

“There is nothing else like these ESG Ratings Maps out there!” – Vice President, Sustainability | Fortune 50 Company
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ESG Ratings Maps
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ESG Ratings Maps: Final RPS Section available
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Welcome (5 minutes)

ESG Questions on the CEO’s Agenda for 2022 (30-40 minutes)

• Signposts

• Discussion

• What you tell us – and best graphics to share with the C-Suite

• Breakout Groups

Few Updates (10 minutes)

• Website

• ESG Ratings

• New “Quick Start” Survey

Next Steps (5 minutes)

• What we are doing

• What we need you to do
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Agenda
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How to promote data entry
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• ESG Navigator Starter (15 KSIs) 

• Created and tested

• Target December 2021

• Publications

• Navigating ESG Reporting 

Frameworks

• ESG Center Member Outreach

TCB Actions 

• New Quick Start page

• ESG Ratings Positioning Score 

(RPS) 

• Available now if you ask

• Move to website by January 

• Best Practices 

• Updated on website (for all)

• Updated Excel download (Option B, C)

• Annual KSI Review

ESGN Actions 

• Ensure 2021 data is updated

• Contact me if you need help

• Excel toolkit available

• ESG Ratings Survey Report when 

done

• Please brag – send us your Stage 3-4 

best practices

Your Actions

Support/Webinar Links.pptx
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TCB Actions: ESG Navigator Starter

© 2021 Hedstrom Associates 32
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Best Practices Excel Download Included in Options B, C and for a fee a-la-carte for Option A

Support/Webinar Links.pptx
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ESG Navigator Maturity Model (KSIs)
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Annually, we conduct a detailed review of 
the ESG Navigator Maturity Model:

• Overall structure 

• Individual KSIs
➢ Overlap

➢ Clarity of KSI name

➢ New ESG topic

• Stage 1 ➔ Stage 4 descriptors
➢ Progression

➢ Clarity 

Next review is January 2022
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30% reduction 

since 2018
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Arthur D. Little Prism

Summer issue – 1992

A Parting Thought: 29 years on…

The Message from Rio (1992)

❖ “The ceiling becomes the floor”

❖ “Those of us who represented industry and 

government in Rio came away with a 

renewed sense of urgency.”

- Gib Hedstrom
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THANK YOU!
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